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Option 3 - Matching Historical Data
Cost: $8,500

Collective Data will import any desired historical and list data that corresponds to existing fields within 
the software such as Work Orders, Fuel, Parts Orders, etc.

All of the following criteria must be met or there may be additional development charges:

• Data must be in CSV files, a Microsoft Access DB, or an ODBC compliant database (PostgreSQL, MsSQL, 
MySQL, etc.)

• Data must be in plain text without encryption or encoding.  Images and Documents must be in a 
format that is capable of systematically migrating into Collective Data‘s data structures.  If Images or 
documents are expected to be migrated, approval must be sought prior to project commitment.

• Customer must be able to confirm that the mapping of data into the software is correct.
• Collective Data will add up to 5 additional fields in each area to help support imports, but additional 

fields, functionality, or modules that are determined to be needed for a smooth import may incur an 
additional cost. Any new fields added to support import will not show on existing report by default but 
can be added in the report editor.

• The original file format must not change during or after development of the mapping.
• Pricing doesn‘t include cleaning data (for example: a file that has a Make in a VIN field).

There is a 3-step process to importing your existing data using this import option:
1. Collective Data will indicate best guesses for the mapping of data and send an excel file back with the 

results for you to confirm. A signature is required for approval.
2. Once you have confirmed the outline of the mapping, Collective Data will perform a preview conversion 

of the data and deliver it to be reviewed. Any issues must be noted and given to Collective Data. 
3. If there are any issues, Collective Data will perform one additional transfer of data to complete the 

transfer and refresh the transfer before the go-live date.

If there are additional changes beyond the scope of original data mapping approval, there may be 
additional charges.

Option 4 - All Historical Data
Cost: $10,000

Collective Data will import all historical data including tables and functionality that doesn‘t correspond 




